New Fuel Standards: Clean and Green

White House proposal for auto carbon emission standards and fuel efficiency.
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Good Samaritan Helps a Hardworking Teenager in Need

Matt White started a GoFundMe page for Chauncy Brown that raised close to a quarter of a million dollars.

'Game of Thrones' Finale Lights Up Twitter

The season six finale left many people reacting on social media.

Abortion, Corruption and Gun Ownership Still to Be Decided by Supreme Court
Abortion, Corruption and Gun Ownership Still to Be Decided by Supreme Court
The Supreme Court only has one scheduled day left this term, and that means the justices are expected to hand down opinions in the remaining cases on...

New Poll Shows Hillary Clinton With 12-Point Lead
The poll showed Clinton with a 51 to 39 percent lead over Donald Trump among registered voters.

Singapore Airlines Flight Catches Fire
A Singapore Airlines plane bound for Milan caught fire while making an emergency landing at Singapore's Changi Airport early Monday morning.

Brexit Petition Draws Millions of Signatures
The online petition calls for a second referendum on Britain's exit from the European Union.

Texas Abortion Limits Struck Down by Supreme Court
The Supreme Court decided on a major case regarding abortion.

Beyonce Surprises as Opener of 2016 BET Awards
The singer stunned the crowd with a live performance of "Freedom" alongside rapper Kendrick Lamar.

London Appears to Be Keeping Calm and Carrying On Amid Brexit
All eyes remain on markets overseas and here in the United States.
Two Inmates Captured, One Still on the Run

Two brothers who escaped from a South Carolina jail were captured Sunday night while a third inmate remains on the loose, Berkeley County Sheriff's...